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IT WAS A VERY GOOD YEAR!

We suspect 1997 will be remembered
much more for the emerging markets
fireworks of its final months than for the truly
exceptional continued performance turned in
by almost all broadly diversified portfolios.
For the third (!) year in a row, the large cap
domestic market has boomed.  The S&P 500
index has now more than doubled since
January 1, 1995.  Small caps and many of the
mature, European markets also had well
above average years in 1997.  Even some
emerging market countries had quite
respectable returns, viewed over the full year.

What’s more, bond portfolios also
enjoyed strong growth as long-term interest

rates declined to levels not seen in decades.
But, some wonder if this is the good news of
very tame inflation or the harbinger of a
damaging deflationary scenario to come.

The remarks that follow attempt to weave
together these observations into a perspective
on what we believe will be appropriate for
client portfolios, near-term and long-term.  In
addition, we comment on the growing debate
about the importance of asset allocation as a
determinant of portfolio returns and,
consequently, whether we need to be
concerned about “drift” in those allocations or
in the even more elusive distinctions between
“value” and “growth” orientation.

EMERGING MARKETS MANIA

The economic troubles of many emerging
markets, especially in Asia, and the impacts
on values in their investment markets has
received more media attention in the last
several months than any financial issue in
recent memory.  It’s unlikely that we will
have anything to say on this topic that you
haven’t heard or read many times before . . .
with, perhaps, one exception.  Let us begin,
then, by admitting that we don’t know what
will happen next.  Instead, we have a belief
based on history and logic that emerging
markets remain a very attractive place to
devote meaningful investment allocations.
Consequently, while we can’t say that the
bottom has yet been reached, we are
convinced that the degree of market declines
is already so great (in dollar terms, Indonesia,

for example, is down nearly 68%, Malaysia
down over 70%, Thailand down more than
76%) that the probabilities for the long term
weigh very heavily in favor of substantial
growth from here.

Put in perspective, the damage to any
individual portfolio— even from these
dramatic losses— has been slight.  For all but
a few of the portfolios we manage, emerging
markets exposure amounts to no more than 5
to 10% of the whole.  And, even within
emerging markets, the experience has not
been uniform.  Several emerging markets
outside Asia produced overall gains for the
year (Mexico, for example, was up over 50%
in dollar terms).  Some countries have already
begun to make respectable recoveries.  Korea,
the “basket case” of December, has already
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produced strong gains thus far in January.
Maybe most important, then, the mutual funds
we’ve chosen for our clients’ exposures to the
emerging markets are actively managed to
select particular countries and particular
companies in those countries to attempt to
optimize results.

History shows that a high degree of
volatility is a typical feature of emerging
markets investment. And, as unsettling as that
can be, it may be the unavoidable
consequence of participating in markets that,
by definition, are not yet mature.  Thus, it
should not be surprising that the efforts of
these markets to appropriately price values
and risks will often not “get it right” and
need, therefore, dramatic “corrections” from
time to time.  Those corrections can and do go
in both directions; from this point then, the
next “surprise” impresses us as more likely to
be positive.

But history doesn’t just repeat itself and
markets do learn . . . do gradually become
more mature.  Recent market events may have
provided an important lesson in the relative
demerits of politically managed growth,
cronyism, and shoddy bank lending practices.
Indeed, it may have been an important lesson
in support of a more rigorous application of
market discipline to correct economic
inefficiencies, in many small ways, on a
continuous basis, so that sudden and giant re-
adjustments are no longer necessary.  We of
course don’t expect that all problems in these
markets are now about to be cured.  But we

do believe that their future is likely to be more
efficient than their recent past, and that this
recent trauma has accelerated that
development.

In many client portfolios, we captured
losses that were recently generated in these
markets to reap tax benefits before year-end.
In all cases, however, we found a replacement
fund to retain clients’ exposure to this asset
class.  Most fundamentally, we are convinced
that these markets are likely to produce
eventual, outsized returns, reflecting the
values to be created by their substantial
natural resources and even more substantial
human capital comprising large, hard-
working, and frugal populations.

In consequence, we conclude that this
would be a very bad time to leave emerging
markets.  Values are far reduced and currency
exchange rate changes have made the dollar-
valued results even worse.  For the risk-
tolerant, then, this would be a very good time
to opportunistically add to this exposure.

Meanwhile, the two great ponderables are
China and Japan.  China is the emerging
markets opportunity . . . or potential problem .
. . writ very large.  And Japan’s health or
continued illness will be, in part, both the
result of and a major contributor to
developments in Asia generally.  We will
continue to pay close attention.  For now, at
least, our overall commitment to developed
markets overseas remains relatively light in
Japan.

DEFLATION: A DANGEROUS IMPORT?

Worldwide deflation, competitive
currency devaluations, widespread banking
failures, and trade barriers combined in the
1930’s to create the Great Depression.   No
wonder Americans, upon considering the
gradual 7-year decline in Japan’s asset values
and the recent dramatic currency depreciation
and equity valuation spasms in many of
Asia’s emerging economies, no longer fear

inflation but are now beginning to worry
about deflation.

What causes deflation and what makes it
last or get worse?  In the simplest terms,
deflation occurs when productive capacity is
greater than demand, a situation that can be
brought on by the kind of over-investment
that seems to have occurred in much of Asia.
Deflation is exported when, after a
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devaluation of its currency, a weakened
country sends its now much cheaper products
around the world, putting strong downward
pressure on prices everywhere.  If the rest of
the world reacts by adopting anti-free-trade
policies and/or competitive currency
devaluations, weak economies are more likely
to collapse and the protectionist policies could
exacerbate a worldwide economic slowdown
leading, at its worst, to a depression.

Identifying deflation is tricky because the
term is defined in various ways.  Some define
it as anything less than 1% inflation, born out
of the notion that true inflation is at least 1%
lower than reported inflation.  Recently Fed
chairman Alan Greenspan reported two
different definitions.  One emphasizes an on-
going fall in the prices of existing assets;
another focuses on a persistent decline in the
overall prices of currently produced goods
and services.  In any event, such
considerations refer to broad changes, across
an inter-related global economy.  A sector
phenomenon, such as the sustained decline of
prices in the high-tech arena can be the result
of rapid improvement (i.e., reduction) in the
cost of producing goods.  Clearly, the
reduction of the price of calculators in a
profitable, growing segment of the economy
is not causing concern.  Nor should it.  That
version of price decline can be a sign of
health.  An optimist could analogize from that
to conclude that even widespread price
declines fueled by productivity increases,
scale economies, and technological
breakthroughs in a booming US economy are
OK.  Mr. Greenspan would argue that either
deflation- or inflation-induced fear and

uncertainty is associated with price instability
and causes a significant rise in risk premiums
and lower growth.  This could lead to weaker
profits, less capital spending, and fewer new
jobs.  And, at the very least, any significant
anxiety about the health of the economy
would likely dampen the stock market.

Neither we nor Mr. Greenspan believe
that deflation is a significant near-term risk.
Most of the US economy is based on
domestically produced services which are
largely immune to the price pressures of
imported goods.  If deflation were to occur,
however, there are deflation-protection
investment strategies to be pursued, such as
reduction or elimination of any margin debt
and opportunistic purchase of long-term
fixed-income securities (especially default-
free Treasuries).  But these moves would be
temporary at most.  As the inevitable recovery
occurs, the short-term trader returns to the
equity markets.

A crucial assumption here is that if
deflation occurs, it will have an unknown but
short duration.  Governments now do know
how to cure depression-inducing deflation:
deficit spending to increase aggregate
demand, financed at the low interest rates that
prevail during the deflationary era.  We are
confident that enough of them would do so, so
that any such era would likely be very brief.
Consequently, any investor with a long time
horizon would do best to stay fully invested in
the targeted equity commitment rather than
try to successfully time an equity exit and re-
entry at potentially large transaction and tax-
costs.

WILL BONDS SHINE AGAIN IN 1998?

1997 was a great year for bond investors.
Low inflation, a strong dollar, a quiet Fed,
and diminishing expectations of future
inflation produced an ideal environment for
long-term bonds.  The yield on the benchmark
30-year Treasury bond, which started the year

at 6.64%, fell to 5.92% by year-end,
generating handsome returns for long-term
bond investors.  The Lehman Brothers Long
Term Treasury Index leapt 15% while some
long-term zero coupon bonds delivered
returns that almost matched the performance
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of the S&P 500 stock index.  Bonds’
performance surprised many observers given
the strong pace of domestic economic growth,
very low unemployment, and tight labor
markets.  That combination was supposed to
eventually produce inflationary pressures that
would lead the Fed to hike short-term interest
rates.  Instead, inflation remained surprisingly
low, the federal budget deficit moved
inexorably toward balance, and the Asian
financial crisis profoundly changed investors’
inflation expectations.

Accordingly, early in 1998, bond bulls bid
the yield on the 30-year Treasury to its lowest
level (5.71%) since the government began
reissuing 30-year bonds back in 1977.  The
further decline in yields appears to reflect the
market’s growing conviction… for the time
being… that the deflationary consequences of
the Asian financial crisis may lead to
significantly lower inflation and more
moderate economic activity.  All of this is
supposed by many to induce the Fed to reduce
interest rates, producing further gains for
bonds.  Moreover, with the stock market
recording 20% plus gains for the last three
years, many investors may be tempted to
reduce their equity commitments and switch
to bonds. The thinking is that the stock market
can’t possibly deliver yet another good year
and that bonds are poised to provide solid
returns.  We think stocks can still deliver
good returns, although probably not as good
as in the recent past and we question whether
the big move in bonds has not already
occurred.

In our view, at current yields, the
opportunity in long-term bonds is not large
enough, relative to the risks, to justify buying
bonds now.  More importantly, even if we
thought bonds might provide a temporary
advantage over equities, we don’t think it’s

wise investment policy for investors to
abandon their long-term strategic equity
allocations in pursuit of potential short-term
gains in the bond market.  The reason we
don’t think bonds represent good value now is
that most of the good news that investors
expect has already been discounted by the
market and incorporated into bond prices.  At
current yields, most observers agree that the
market is expecting inflation of around 2% in
1998.  For long-term bond yields to fall even
further, investors will need to see concrete
evidence that future inflation is likely to be
even lower.  If inflation falls to 1% or so, it’s
possible that long rates may drop to 5% or
lower.  But for that to happen, given the
strength and momentum of our domestic
economy, the deflationary forces emanating
from Asia need to become much more visible
and their impact on the US economy much
worse than forecast.  We don’t think that is
likely to happen.

Of course, at this point, no one knows for
sure how developments in Asia will play out
and what the ultimate effect of the Asian
crisis will be on the US economy.  Indeed, the
uncertainties surrounding the situation in Asia
and its impact on the US underscore again the
great difficulty of using short-term, multi-
variable, macroeconomic forecasts as the
basis for investment decisions.  We believe
that clients can best obtain attractive long-
term investment performance by sticking with
a customized asset allocation targeted toward
achieving their individual financial goals.
Consequently, we think it unwise, even
counterproductive, for long-term investors to
deviate significantly from their equity
allocations to pursue… in our view… risky
short-term opportunities in the bond market.
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ASSET ALLOCATION: AN OVERRATED FACTOR?

Recently, one of the more significant
controversies in the personal financial
planning and investment management
profession is whether “asset allocation” really
is as important as most advisors— and their
clients— have come to believe.  Everyone has
long acknowledged that choosing the right
class of assets for investment is an important
factor.  However, studies first published in
1986 supported the notion that that one factor
explains more than 90% (!) of returns actually
achieved, with little room left for specific
security selection, and even less for market
timing.  Current vocal critics don’t argue for
specific security selection and much less for
market timing.  Rather, they illustrate how
asset allocation may be misused and condemn
a blind adherence to historical asset class
performance data that would yield a fixed
asset allocation, with no evaluation of how
the future might yield different results and
with no accommodation to individuals’
changing objectives or the passage of time.

We of course would have to join in
rejection of such an inflexible and
unresponsive approach.  But, to observe that
an important insight can be distorted is no
reason to abandon the insight altogether.  To

us, it’s not crucial whether asset allocation
accounts for 90% of results or something less.
Instead, we establish clients’ investment plans
and manage portfolios on the belief that the
appropriate choices among asset classes is the
most, but not the only, important factor.

As you’ve heard from us many times
before, market timing is costly and unlikely to
be successful.  So we place no direct
emphasis there.  However, we do select many
active managers of mutual funds who do
exercise judgment about both when and
where to put assets to work.  Moreover,
specific selection (of stocks for example
within an equity asset class) does, we believe,
have an important role to play, especially in
relatively inefficient markets.  Consequently
we devote a great deal of attention to
selecting active managers with good prospects
for excellent future performance in those asset
classes where doing so has a good chance of
providing excess returns.  But that is still
subordinate to the decision about how much
of the portfolio should be devoted to each
such class.  Finally, that key asset class
decision is itself dynamic, changing as
appropriate to reflect clients’ changing
circumstances.

INVESTMENT STYLE: VALUE AND GROWTH

The terms “value” and “growth” are used
to distinguish between investment style
within, generally, mature equity asset classes.
The term investment style is appearing with
increasing frequency in the financial press.
Unfortunately the variety of aspects of fund
investment which are defined as “style” are
increasing almost as rapidly.  In its broadest
use, a mutual fund’s investment style is
synonymous with the fund’s objective:
encompassing both the intended asset class
(domestic, overseas, large cap, small cap, etc.)

and the focus within the asset class on income
vs. rapid growth vs. value investing or some
combination.  We prefer the more narrow use
of style— referring to the fund’s focus within
an asset class, on a spectrum somewhere
between 100% value and 100% growth.

Broadly defined, the terms value and
growth refer to stocks which are priced below
or above some reference point— often the
average price/earnings (p/e) ratio or price to
book (p/b) ratio for stocks in its asset class or
stocks in the S&P 500 index.
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For example, the Morningstar mutual fund
rating system uses a combination of relative
p/b ratios and p/e ratios to define growth vs.
value.  Using the average p/e and p/b of the
S&P 500,  Morningstar it divides funds that
exceed the combined average by 12.5% into
the growth category.  Funds that fall below
the average by 12.5% are categorized as
value.  The middle ground Morningstar calls
“blend”, for mutual funds that are within +/-
12.5% of the average.

The issue for most investors is not the
definition, but whether “value” or “growth” is
the better choice.  The superiority of one style
over the other has been the subject of debate
for more than fifty years.

The value camp believes in buying good
companies that are currently at improperly
low prices for reasons that they believe to be
temporary: the markets’ overreaction to short-
term setbacks, sound companies in “out-of-
favor” industries, etc.  The DFA organization
(two of whose mutual funds we use in many
of our clients’ portfolios) has developed the
rationale of “distress” to explain the higher
potential returns.  Companies in distress
would be required to pay a premium for debt
financing.  So, too, they must pay a premium
for equity financing by selling at prices at
which their earnings provide outsized returns.

Growth investors on the other hand are
looking for companies with the greatest

earnings growth potential.  High priced stocks
are acceptable to them as long as they have
the potential to go even higher.

Both camps embrace a little bit of the
other’s doctrines.  Value investors don’t just
buy cheap stocks; they are looking for
companies with good growth potential,
precisely because they are now cheap.
Growth investors may pay higher than
average prices for stocks, but still consider
them to be a good value based on higher
growth expectations.  Few growth investors
(with the possible exception of pure
“momentum” players) admit to a “growth at
any price” philosophy.

The historical evidence shows that each
discipline has had its “moment in the sun.”
Our second quarter Commentary included
one-year and three-year graphs of the
performance of growth stocks vs. value stocks
(as defined by Morningstar) through 6/30/97.
The value stocks outperformed growth over
the 12-month illustration, but growth won out
over the three-year time horizon.  Other time
horizons would yield similar flip-flops.

The bottom line, then, is that an exclusive
approach to either value or growth is probably
a mistake over time.  By maintaining a
flexible balance of weightings in each style,
we attempt to achieve stability of good results
for clients’ portfolios regardless of which
style is in vogue.

STYLE CHANGE VS. STYLE DRIFT VS. CHANGE IN ASSET CLASS

Mutual fund managers can deliberately
change their “style” or management focus on
the value/growth spectrum.  This rarely
happens and would be a cause for major re-
evaluation of the fund’s role in client
portfolios.  Much more common is “style
drift”: a change due more to movement of the
fund’s position relative to the applicable
reference point than to a deliberate change in
the fund manager’s investment philosophy.  A
drift in a fund’s style can be temporary
(perhaps because the reference point has

shifted) or it can be the beginning of a long-
term trend.  In any event, it puts us on alert.

One small-cap fund that fluctuates
between value and blend is Barr Rosenberg
US Small Cap.  The fund manager himself
describes the fund as having a value “tilt.”  In
reviewing the domestic small cap fund returns
in this Commentary you will notice that there
are more value funds than growth.  This is
due to the inclusion of the value-tilted Barr
Rosenberg fund and to Mutual Discovery, an
eclectically blended world fund that is
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difficult to categorize but fits best into a value
category.

Sometimes a stock fund manager will
change investment objective and start
investing in equities in another asset class in
quantities significant enough for the fund to
be reclassified.  Most often this occurs when
small stock funds become mid cap or large
cap because of substantial growth in assets
being managed.  However, here, too, we
avoid a mechanistic reaction and instead
evaluate the changed opportunity.  One
example of this phenomenon is  the
Brandywine fund.  Brandywine was an
excellent small cap growth fund that over
time outgrew its small cap objective as new
contributions poured into the fund.  Rather
than close the fund to new investors, the fund
manager, Foster Friess, invested in much
larger companies, resulting in a

reclassification of the fund as mid to large
cap.  After much consideration, we decided
that Brandywine was still a fund that we
wanted to own— in its new asset class— and
therefore made room for it in our large and
mid cap lineup.  This did, however, require us
to gradually reduce the size of the
Brandywine holding in most accounts.  It also
opened up room in target small cap
allocations to use other excellent funds.

Style drift is much more innocuous than a
change in asset class. As we discussed above,
we develop target asset allocations for each of
our clients and then implement that strategy
with the best fund managers available in each
class.  We remain convinced that that
allocation among asset classes is the most
important single decision among many in the
investment process.

FUND WATCH

YEAR-END TAX LOSS SELLING

The Asian equity meltdown and its impact
on other international equity markets
produced losses in many clients’ equity
portfolios at year-end. Losses were especially
prevalent in clients’ international small cap
and emerging markets allocations.
Consequently, we sold funds late in the year
to capture available tax losses.  Proceeds from
the sales were generally immediately
reinvested in alternative funds with similar
investment objectives.  Because of the large
universe of funds available to us, we were
able to execute these tax-driven trades at zero

or very low transaction cost.  We also
carefully timed our purchases of replacement
funds to avoid the replacement funds’ taxable
year-end distributions. Large cash balances in
some client portfolios, valued at year-end on
December 31, merely reflect funds awaiting
reinvestment in the appropriate asset class and
are not an attempt on our part to time the
market.  The second act to these transactions
is now occurring in early 1998 as we buy
back the originally preferred choice after the
30 plus days’ hiatus required by the tax law’s
“wash sale” rules.

BARR ROSENBERG US SMALL CAP TO CLOSE

Rosenberg Institutional Equity
Management recently announced that the
Barr Rosenberg US Small Cap fund would
close to new investors when its asset base
reaches $500 million.  As of this writing, the

fund has approximately $350 million of
assets, so we expect that the fund will close
sometime during the first quarter of 1998.
Barr Rosenberg US Small Cap has performed
extremely well on both an absolute (up 30.6%
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in 1997) and risk-adjusted basis, relative to its
peers.  We think the fund provides one of the
best exposures available to domestic small
cap value stocks.  Consequently, similar to
when Ivy International closed, even where a
client’s current asset allocation doesn’t call
for a small cap domestic component, we plan

to purchase small positions of Barr Rosenberg
US Small Cap in order to ensure that client’s
future access to this excellent manager.
Meanwhile, we are in the process of
researching and deciding on a suitable
alternative to this fund for accounts opened
after the close.

MORGAN STANLEY CLOSED-END UPDATE

Tax considerations were also behind what
may appear, at first, to be inconsistent
transactions involving Morgan Stanley
Emerging Markets (MSF) Closed-End fund.
We sold MSF in most taxable accounts at
year-end to capture available tax losses.
Meanwhile, in some tax-deferred accounts we
purchased it to take advantage of a much
larger than normal discount between the
fund’s market price and net asset value
(NAV).  You may recall that we first
purchased MSF in December 1996 when the
then discount was also larger than the
historical norm.  While the discount did

narrow at times during 1997, it remained
large enough to justify holding MSF with the
expectation that the discount would
eventually narrow substantially and provide
incremental returns.  However, the poor
performance of emerging markets during
1997 resulted in losses in many of the MSF
positions originally purchased in 1996.  In
taxable accounts, we captured those losses; in
tax-deferred accounts we held on and, in
some cases, bought more to exploit the
common sense notion that it’s advantageous
to purchase a dollar’s worth of an asset for
less than a dollar.

INVESTMENT RESULTS

For comparative purposes, we present the
following average or median returns for
equity mutual funds for the fourth quarter and
the year (in $US).  All performance data
presented below are either from Barron’s
Quarterly Mutual Fund Report, The Wall
Street Journal, or The New York Times.  We

are very pleased to report that, with exception
of emerging market funds, most of our
individual fund choices performed better for
the year than the relevant benchmarks,
especially so in the core international asset
class, and especially when weighted for
typical allocations in client portfolios.

4th Quarter 12 Months
            Fund Categories                     1997             to 12/31/97    
Large Cap (S&P 500 Objective) 2.7% 32.6%
Large Company Growth (1) 0.1% 27.9%
Large Company Value (1) 1.1% 27.2%
Small Company Growth (1) -7.7% 12.6%
Small Company Value(1) -2.4% 27.8%
Core International -7.7% 5.5%
International Small Company -9.1% -0.3%
International Emerging Markets -16.9% -2.4%

(1) The returns shown are median returns for the fund category.



12 Months 3 Years
4th Quarter to Annualized

         1997               12/31/97          to 12/31/97   

LARGE CAP DOMESTIC

Index
* Schwab 500 Select 2.9% 32.7% N/A
* Schwab 1000 Select 2.8% 31.9% 29.9%

Vanguard Index 500 2.8% 33.2% 31.0%

Value Orientation
Berkshire Hathaway 2.7% 34.9% 31.1%

* DFA Large Cap Value -2.8% 28.1% 28.7%
Guardian Stock Fund (Annuity) 2.0% 34.0% 30.8%

Growth Orientation
Brandywine -14.1% 12.0% 23.9%

SMALL CAP DOMESTIC

Growth and Earnings Momentum
Navellier Aggressive Growth -7.7% 9.8% N/A
Value Line Centurion (Annuity) -4.9% 20.0% 24.4%

Value Orientation
* Barr Rosenberg US Small Cap -2.6% 30.6% 31.7%
* DFA US 6-10 Value -4.3% 30.8% 27.4%

Heartland Value [Closed] -5.9% 23.2% 24.6%
* Mutual Discovery -0.6% 22.9% 25.5%

INTERNATIONAL

Core International
Baillie Gifford (Annuity) -7.3% 10.7% 11.5%

* BT International Equity -6.6% 17.4% 18.2%
Harbor International [Closed] -5.0% 15.5% 17.2%
Ivy International [Closed] -6.6% 10.4% 14.2%
Janus Overseas -5.6% 18.2% 23.0%

Emerging Markets and International Small Cap
Acorn International -6.8% 0.2% 9.6%
Baillie Gifford Emerging Markets (Annuity) -16.6% 0.8% 6.9%

* Barr Rosenberg International Small Cap -12.5% -11.7% N/A
Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets -22.1% -2.0% -1.1%
Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets (Clsd-End) -24.0% -5.7% -8.6%

* Templeton Developing Markets I -24.9% -9.4% 3.7%

KOCHIS GLOBAL DIVERSIFIED INVESTORS , L.P. -5.8% 17.0% N/A

*Preferential access through K&F


